
How to reach IACTEC 
1) From the IAC (headquarters): explanatory video on how to get from the IAC headquarters, 

next to the Science Museum, to IACTEC by car. 

2) From anywhere: on Google Maps follow the indications to "Residencia Parque" (University 

Residence) which is 2 minutes from IACTEC. https://goo.gl/maps/vV5iQQPeLVfgd4gf6  

Once you have reached the destination of Google Maps, enter the park (gate on the left) 
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https://www.screencast.com/t/sBpJqiblPG7
https://goo.gl/maps/vV5iQQPeLVfgd4gf6


hen follow the road until you reach IACTEC (white building) 

 

3) By public transport, nearby stops: 

- Tram: 

“Las Mantecas” stop (3rd stop towards Santa Cruz, from the stop at the Science Museum, 

which is the closest to the IAC). Then walk 10 minutes to the entrance of IACTEC. We 

recommend using this app in order to manage your tram tickets: 

https://metrotenerife.com/billetes_y_tarifas/ 

A satellite view of the walking route from the tram station to IACTEC main entrances is shown 

on last page. 

- “Guagua”  (bus): 

From La Laguna: Line 610 (only in the university period, and only in the direction of Santa Cruz) 

stop at the University Residence (just in front of IACTEC, 2 minutes on foot). 

From La Laguna or Santa Cruz: Line 014 (5 minute walk to the IACTEC building). 

From Tenerife South Airport: the public company is called TITSA and there are several lines 

connecting from the airport to Santa Cruz or nearby: check this link:  

https://titsa.com/index.php/en/tenerife-by-bus/getting-to-the-airport/tenerife-south-airport  

-Taxi:  Radio Taxi Laguna works well (00 34 922 25 55 55), they manage the taxi stop at 

Tenerife Norte Airport. 

 

 

 

 

https://metrotenerife.com/billetes_y_tarifas/
https://titsa.com/index.php/en/tenerife-by-bus/getting-to-the-airport/tenerife-south-airport


4)  More useful data 

Address for deliveries:  

IACTEC 

Parque Las Mantecas 

Camino de las Mantecas, s/n (entrada al parque frente a la Residencia Universitaria Parque) 

38320 La Laguna Tenerife 

Doubts, queries: info.iactec@iac.es  00 34 922 60 52 00 (IAC switchboard). 

 

5) IAC,  IACTEC and the Observatorio del Teide 

IACTEC belongs to the IAC, although it is located in a different headquarters. 

• The IAC has its main headquarters near the center of La Laguna, next to the Museo de la 

Ciencia y el Cosmos, on c / Vía Láctea s / n. 

• The IACTEC headquarters is separate from the IAC headquarters. In point 1 it is explained 

how to get from one to the other. 

• The Teide Observatory is in Izaña, near Teide, 45 minutes by car from the IAC headquarters.
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This video gives some tips for hotels in La Laguna and access from them to IACTEC (spanish 

only)   https://www.screencast.com/t/KqRga4qS  
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